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A Publication of the Zoroastrian Association of Florida

ZAF is a non-profit organization; IRS code 501(c) (3); tax ID # EIN 65-0786849. Donations and Membership Fee are Tax-deductible.
We are a member of FEZANA (The Federation of the Zoroastrian Associations of North America)
The vision of The Zoroastrian Association of Florida is to protect and preserve the Zarathushti faith, values of education,
philanthropy and culture in our newly adopted homeland, giving relevance to the Zarathushti identity and making future
generations proud and confident of their heritage, religion and culture.

This issue of Zor & More is sponsored by Jeroo and Soli Irani.

MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD
Dear ZAF Community and our well-wishers Ushta-Te (May happiness be unto you!). The board is pleased to present
Issue #3 of the Zor & More quarterly newsletter for 2013. We hope you enjoy it and we look forward to your comments
and suggestions. Please save the dates, for the events organized for the rest of the year, which are on the back cover
of the newsletter.
Please visit our website (www.zafonline.org) where we have posted all of the pictures from our past events and all of
our previous newsletters. We also have a Facebook page where we post important news and events.
Thanking you, Hama Zor, Hama Asho Bade! (May we be united in righteousness).
The ZAF Board

Visit us at www.zafonline.org
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Pateti Function by Khushnuma Driver
The Zoroastrian association of Florida celebrated Pateti on
the 17th of August in Davie, Florida. The function was attended
by over a 100 attendees who traveled near and far to celebrate
the new year with us. The night started out with a warm
welcome from our Vice President, Russ Deboo and President,
Furrokh Irani while enjoying some delicious pakoras, aloo chat
and fish tikkas.
Our Z-club children welcomed guests with divos and started
the evening with a prayer led by Ervad Soli Dastur.

To top of the entertainment, the grand finale was a fire dance,
so upbeat and mesmerizing that our eyes were glued the
entire time. The whole performance was very enjoyable.
As dinner was being served, our DJ rocked a mashup of
Bollywood mixes and English songs to get the party started
as we all danced the night away.
If you missed this occasion, lets just say you may not want
to miss the next.
The entertainment was up next, with an hour long Polynesian
dance show filled with romantic songs as we escaped to
the islands of Polynesia. Aloha! The dancers moved to the
beat of the drums while the island music whisked us away.
Some of our very own were taught how to dance to the hula
and performed for our crowd. We have some natural dancers,
I tell you!

A special thanks goes to Anahita for organizing the
entertainment, Nash for the wonderful menu, Jaspar, Nash,
Furrokh, Zubin and Gerry for donating the alcohol.

Find us on Facebook
Zoroastrian Association of Florida-ZAF
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Muktaad Ceremony by Russ Deboo
The word Muktaad in Sanskrit is defined as “departed souls
in which a ceremony of prayers takes place in the last 5 days
of the year.”
With the help of over 50 volunteers, this year’s Mukthad
ceremony took place in South Florida for the 6th consecutive
year. This was possible thanks to the continued generosity
of Dr. Burjis and Hovi Shroff, who graciously opened their
home for the 5th straight year. Once again, our distinguished
Ervad Soli Dastur performed the prayers and at each prayer
session we had a record breaking attendance of over 60
people from the ZAF community.
Following each evening’s prayers, countless volunteers brought
delicious, homemade food which was served to our ZAF
community. The true testament of our community’s spirit was
evident this year as numerous volunteers drove many miles
both during the day and in the evenings, put in countless
hours, and worked tirelessly in order to respect our departed
souls. As a community, we are very proud and thankful for
everyone’s contribution that made the 2013 Muktaad ceremony
a beautiful time for reflection, community, and prayer.

Dear ZAF BOARD
We wanted to thank you for everything each and everyone
of you did to make the Muktaad prayers at our home such a
success. It was indeed a monumental task and you all undertook
the same in a stellar manner.
For us personally, hosting the Muktaad prayers is an
opportunity to bring our precious community together and
demonstrate to our own children the richness and purity of
our Zoroastrian religion, with the hope that they will continue
to instill the same genuine love, devotion and respect of
the Zoroastrian faith when they have their own families.
After all, as parents and as a cohesive community we are
responsible for setting the stage and showing our future
generations what it is to follow the tenets of our religion
that entail following the path of Righteousness with good
thoughts, good words, and good deeds.
Our heartfelt thanks to all the board members, their spouses
and all the gourmet chefs who made all the delicious
Ghambar nu Bhonu.
Much love, peace and prosperity to you and your loved ones
and please continue to keep up the good work you are doing!
Love and Ahura Mazda’s Blessings,
Burjis and Hovi
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Best wishes, Always,
Sam, Lyla, Zane, Stefan, Simone Todywala
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Forever in our thoughts...
Burjor Shavakshah Tata
On July 24th our long time member Burjor Tata passed
away. His singing, conducting and acting were a sight to
behold. He is in our thoughts and will be sadly missed by
his wife Pervin.

Kersi Kapadia
The very sad news that our Kersi Kapadia, husband of our
FEZANA President Katayun Kapadia, passed away!
We offer our sincerest condolences to our FEZANA
President Katayun and her family on this tremendous loss!

Sadly missed – Burjor Tata

Experience extraordinary African safaris and travel adventures around the globe.

1931-2013

From the moment we start planning your African Safari or
your journeys to India, South East Asia or South America,
our professional expertise and destination travel knowledge
will ensure that your experience is an unforgettable one.
Visit our website for over 150 Safaris & Holidays around the Globe.
To the Zoroastrian Community of Florida:
It will be my pleasure to personally look after your holiday needs.

Firdosh Bulsara, General Manager.

www.myescapades.com
1.888.887.9710
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The Zoroastrian
Association of Florida

Maidhyoshem
Ghambaar & AGM
On Sunday November 10TH
at

Miramar Regional Park,
16801 Miramar Parkway, Miramar, FL 33023
Shehenshahi: Roj Ashishvangh (25th Day), Maah Khordad (Third Month), Year 1383 YZ (Yazd-e-Zardi)
Kadmi: Roj Ashishvangh (25th Day), Maah Tir (Fourth Month), Year 1383 YZ (Yazd-e-Zardi)
Fasli: Roj Ashishvangh (25th Day), Maah Avan (8th Month), Year 1382 YZ (Yazd-e-Zardi)
Yazd-e-Zardi: year started from the day when our last King Yazd-e-Zard was crowned, sometime in 630 AD

12 pm – Satum Prayer (Ervad Soli Dastur, Ervad Khushroo Daruwalla,
Ervad Zubin Panthaki, Ervad Jehangir Bhadha)
1 pm – Traditional Lunch on Keraa-na-patra (banana leaves)
2:30 pm – ZAF AGM
3:30 pm – Tea
r.s.v.p. zafboard@gmail.com or please call Furrokh Irani on 305-281-0972

THEME – ZOROASTRIANISM IN THE 21ST CENTURY:
NURTURING GROWTH AND AFFIRMING IDENTITY.
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Did you know
Historical records indicate that the Zoroastrian presence in
America dates back to the 1860s: during California’s Gold
Rush, one of the prospectors was a Zoroastrian named
Cawasji Zaveri; in 1865, New York’s Evening Post published
a letter protesting slavery from a Zoroastrian named
Dosabhai Faramji Cama. Other early Zoroastrians include
Pestonji Framji Daver, a Parsi who came to San Francisco in
1892, and the first recorded Irani Zoroastrian,Rostam
Kermani, who settled in the United States in 1926. It is
believed that the first North American Zoroastrian
Association was formed in 1929, when a group of seven
Zoroastriansin the New York area gathered in one Phiroze
Saklatwala’s living room on November 10, 1929.

Zubin Mehta’s Concert
in Kashmir
The concert was held on the banks of picturesque Dal Lake,
with a dizzying array of saris never graced the red-carpeted
grounds. And the gardens surely would not have seen a
program of Beethoven, Hayden and Tchaikovsky.
The event was organized by Germany’s ambassador to India,
Michael Steiner, with the aim of reaching “the hearts of the
Kashmiris with a message of hope and encouragement.”

Zubin Mehta conducting the Bavarian State Orchestra.
Nearly 2,000 guests waited for hours at Shalimar Gardens
for Zubin Mehta to arrive. The concert began and ended
with a joint performance with a group of Kashmiri musicians.
In between it was time for Beethoven, Hayden and Tchaikovsky.
The setting was spectacular and the music sublime.
Watched by the who’s who of Kashmir’s political and high society,
European diplomats and special invitees from Delhi and Mumbai,
the 90-minute concert passed off without a hitch, in one of
the worlds most militarized zones.
Zubin Mehta said he had “waited for this moment” for all his
life and hoped “to spread the message of peace.”

Singapore Airlines, Tata to
invest $100 million in airline JV
REUTERS – Singapore Airlines (SES:C6L.SI – News)
and Tata Sons will jointly invest $100 million to set
up a full-service airline, the Singaporean company
said on Thursday.
The investment will be funded by the shareholders in
proportion to their respective shareholdings, it said.
Tata Sons will own 51 percent and Singapore Airlines
will own the remainder in the joint venture.
– (Reporting by Devidutta Tripathy in New Delhi)

Zubin Mehta will be performing at the Adrienne Arsht Center
in Miami on March 23rd, 2014.

The audience at the Mughal-era Shalimar Gardens consisted
mostly of VIPs. Mehta himself seemed abashed by the
exclusiveness of the event.
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Remembering Ervad Behramji Unwalla by Ervad Marzban J. Hathiram

We would like to present this wonderful article that was written about the father of ZAF’s founder, Ervad Darab Unwalla, and grandfather of Jasmin Deboo and Ervad Perry Unwalla.

E

rvad Behramji Jamshedji
Unwalla was a remarkable
Yaozdathregar priest of
Udvada, who gave his whole life
to the service of the Holy Iranshah,
the community and his vocation.
It is an apt day to go over his life
and see what lessons we can learn
from this outstanding person.
Ervad Behramji was born in
Udvada on 18th March, 1885 to
one of the nine families who are
the Spiritual Guardians of Iranshah.
Even as a child, he was noteworthy.
Very early in his childhood, it was
noticed that there were times
when he would refuse to suckle
his mother. No particular reason
Er. Behramji Jamshedji Unwalla
was apparent, but after some
time of careful observation, his mother realized that he would not
suckle whenever she had had any meat or fish! As a result of this
behaviour, his mother had to become vegetarian. Soon the child was
happily sucking away and quickly grew up with a very strong body.
Behramji lost his father when he was only ten years old, leaving
behind many siblings. The priesthood in Udvada in those days was
mired in abject poverty. The excess number of priests meant that
each would undercut the other to get more clients. As a result, priests
were paid a pittance in wages – Rs. 2 was the fee for a whole Vandidad
ceremony, starting from sunrise in the morning as the priests would
perform the Khub and then through the night as the main ceremony
was conducted, getting over only after sunrise the next day!
Today, it is difficult to find priests to perform this essential ceremony
even after paying nearly Rs.10,000! In these circumstances, various
malpractices had entered the profession as priests struggled to make
ends meet and feed their large families, while Behdins would play
one priest against the other in order to get ceremonies done cheaply.
Behramji and his younger brother Pestonji were taken care of by
their Kaka, Ervad Faramji, who was a very pious Mobed. Their childhood
was also spent in the company of their senior family member Ervad
Bhikhaji Dinyarji Unwalla who was also renowned for his piety and
simple way of life. Growing up amongst these titans, it was but natural
that Behramji would gravitate towards the priesthood. After a very
basic education, and the tough mental training of learning the Avesta
by heart, Ervad Behramji successfully cleared his Navar, Maratab and
Shamel qualifications and plunged into the priestly world of those days.
Influenced by the pious nature of his senior family members,
Ervad Behramji was very troubled by the rampant malpractices going
on at that time. Despite being a fully qualified priest, Ervad Behramji
had, however, no idea of the rationale or any understanding of why
our prayers and ceremonies were devised. He knew them by heart,
and he could pray in a loud, sonorous voice, but that was about it.
In his mind, Ervad Behramji had several questions as to the why’s and
wherefores’ of the profession’s many intricate rules and practices.
But there was no one to answer his questions. How could they, when
each priest was more worried about where his next meal would come
from? He was afraid he would be ridiculed or ostracized for asking too
many questions.
All this changed in 1908. In that year, a strange group of people
visited Udvada, led by an extremely rich but religious Sethia of Mumbai
– Seth Kaikhushroo Burjorji Chokshi. The star attraction of that group
was a middle aged man, with a flowing white beard and dark piercing
eyes. Standing in the central hall of the Iranshah Atash Behram, this man
began speaking on the intricate nature of ceremonies, the role of
an Athravan, what happens when a particular ritual is performed,
explaining many of the inner workings of rituals which only priests
could fathom and know about. The assembled priests listened in wonder,

as a non-priest explained to them the meaning of what they had been
doing for their entire lives. Many minds started working, many realized
the error of their ways, silently nodding their heads at what the strange
man in the white Dagla and high Pheta was saying. That man talking
to them was Ustad Saheb Behramshah Nowroji Shroff.
Unfortunately, Ervad Behramji was not in Udvada on the day that
Ustad Saheb spoke there. But the speech had left a lasting impact.
In the corridors of the Atash Behram and around the many hindolas
where the priests gathered to perform the Pav Mahel ceremonies,
and in the houses of the Mobed Sahebs where they met every evening,
there was a palpable buzz that a man had arrived, bearing a strange
message from a secluded group of sages in Iran, who could answer
many of their queries. As Ervad Behramji listened to these discussions,
a great desire arose in him to meet this strange man, in the hope
that the many questions tormenting his mind would be answered.
The opportunity arose three years later, when Ervad Behramji
came to Mumbai. There, in the hall of the Anjuman Atash Behram,
he came face to face, for the first time, with Ustad Saheb. As he poured
his heart out in front of the Master and Ustad Saheb answered his
queries in his gentle, pleasing manner, a strong tremor passed through
every atom of Ervad Behramji’s body. Like a lion tormented by the
thorns stuck in his paw, Ervad Behramji’s every query was slowly
picked out, one by one and replaced with the soothing balm of
Ilm-e-Khshnoom. Readers of Frashogard, there are many times when
I wish I could be transported back in time and space to a particular
moment of the past, where maybe I could be a simple fly on the wall,
watching and listening to the events taking place down below. That first
meeting between Ustad Saheb and Ervad Behramji would be one
such moment! To be able to hear the Master’s voice, to see the look
of wonder in Ervad Behramji’s eyes…what more could one ask for?
The more he asked, the more Ustad Saheb replied, and the foundations
of a 15 year long friendship and master-disciple relationship were set
in the hall of the Atash Behram that day. They met regularly after that,
at least three to four times a year, and their relationship grew stronger.
Listening to the teachings of the Master, Ervad Behramji realized
the truth that Mobedi is not a job, it is not a business – it is a way of life.
Whatever liberties one may take in his job or business – one could not
take in Mobedi. As Ustad Saheb explained the role of an Athravan, the
importance of our Pav Mahel and Hushmordi ceremonies in ensuring
the safe passage and onward progress of the soul, the great disorder
created in nature by the antics of certain priests, and the utterly terrible
and dreadful retribution which awaited those who played around
with their grave spiritual responsibilities, a strong chill took hold of
Ervad Behramji’s heart. In those moments of absolute terror which
come from true realization, Ervad Behramji swore never to indulge
in any malpractice, not only himself, but to try to make even others
of his clan understand the importance of what they were doing.
As he returned to Udvada and plunged into priestly life with the
new found gusto and conviction, Ervad Behramji soon became the
object of ridicule and displeasure amongst the other Mobeds, who
looked at him as though he had gone mad, when Ervad Behramji
insisted that he would do all the ceremonies completely and perfectly.
Soon many unpleasant incidents took place, many threats were made
and many obstacles put in Ervad Behramji’s way. But the other Mobeds
perhaps did not realize who Ustad Saheb was! At every moment of
trouble, Ervad Behramji was comforted by the silent visage of Ustad
Saheb who gave him hope and patience to deal with these adversities.
By 1914, Ervad Behramji had started performing the Nirangdin
ceremony – the ultimate test of a true and complete Mobed.
Through his sincerity, strong voice, saintly looks and the backing of
his Master, slowly but steadily, Ervad Behramji started rising up in life.
By the time he retired from active Mobedi, Ervad Behramji would
have performed a staggering 102 Nirangdins! As his star started rising,
Ervad Behramji’s services were increasingly in demand outside Udvada.
In 1916, he was invited to consecrate the Atash Adaran at Zai Bordi.
Between these major ceremonies, Ervad Behramji of course gave Boi
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at the Iranshah whenever his family’s turn arrived. In between he must
have performed thousands of Yazashne and Vandidad ceremonies.
In 1924, the Boyce Brothers, ardent disciples of Ustad Saheb, started
a special scheme in Mumbai, where the first four days ceremonies
for every death in the community could be performed. This scheme
was specially devised by Ustad Saheb so that every deceased Parsi
soul had the opportunity to have the first four days ceremonies in
honour of Sarosh Yazad said properly and completely. The Boyce
Brothers poured in lakhs of rupees at that time to setup this scheme.
Since they did not have any Agiary of their own, the Boyce Brothers
requested and got permission from the Trustees of the Dadyseth
Atash Behram to use their premises for this scheme. Ervad Behramji
was invited by the Boyce Brothers to be the lead Mobed in this scheme.
He agreed, and came to Mumbai from Udvada with the precious
Alat with him – walking, maintaining his Bareshnum over the many
days it took, stopping at various Agiaries and houses of pious Parsis
on the way where he would rest, pray and eat after performing the
Baj ceremony. Soon this scheme of the Boyce Brothers was a great
success and Ervad Behramji along with three other Udvada Mobeds
took six monthly turns to be part of the scheme. For six months,
one pair would not step out of the precincts of the Dadyseth Atash
Behram – at all. All their working hours were spent in prayer and
ceremonies. The other six months would be spent in Udvada, tending
the Iranshah and performing more ceremonies there.
In January 1926, Ervad Behramji was invited to Bangalore by
Dinshawji Cawasji, to consecrate the first Fire Temple there. Taking
special permission from the Boyce Brothers, Ervad Behramji sat in
D. Cawasji’s car, maintaining a Paivand, or connection with the ground
via a special chain, and travelled all the way to Bangalore – a journey
of four days, carefully planned so that they would stop only at Parsi
houses where they could pray and then perform the Baj and eat.
Arriving in Bangalore, Ervad Behramji and his team successfully
consecrated the Atash Dadgah there and impressed everyone with
their piety and devotion.
In November 1926, Ervad Behramji was invited to Quetta to
consecrate a Fire Temple there. He travelled to Karachi first, took a
Nahn at the Agiary, and from there a specially reserved Railway
Inspection trolley was procured, with a Parsi driver, Parsi guard and
other helpers. This quaint trolley travelled from Karachi to Hyderabad
(Sind) reaching the next day to a military band welcome at the station.
From there the entire contingent marched to the newly constructed
building and over the next four days, Ervad Behramji consecrated the
new Atash Dadgah there. But in the midst of festivities, tragedy struck.
At 9 pm, Ervad Behramji’s three year old son, who was accompanying
the family, suddenly passed away. Amidst the gloom, Ervad Behramji
had no choice but to bury the body at Quetta since there was no
Dakhma close by.
In March 1939, Ervad Behramji was once again invited to Bangalore,
this time to perform the most difficult and prized ceremony of the
Tana – prior to the construction of the Dakhma there. Very few Mobeds
have the good fortune to perform the Tana ceremony, which is very
intricate and involves hammering 301 nails of specific weights into
the ground and then passing a strong cotton thread through these
in a very specific manner, all to the accompaniment of prayers.
Ervad Behramji travelled with his other brothers, Ervad Noshirwan and
Ervad Dinshawji to perform this ceremony, going by car from Mumbai.
Here are some pictures of the Tana ceremony from the Bangalore
Anjuman website.

Winding the thread
around the nails.

After the ceremony.
Ervad Behramji is on
the extreme left.

In March 1940, the construction of the Dakhma was complete and
the consecration ceremonies had to be performed. Once again,
Ervad Behramji was invited to Bangalore to do the needful. Also in
1940, the Boyce Brothers finally bought a plot of land in Tardeo and
the Dhana Patel Daremeher was shifted from Duncan Road to the
new premises at Tardeo, thereby becoming the Boyce Dhanapatel
Daremeher. Ervad Behramji was invited to perform the consecration
ceremonies for the new building and then assume charge as the lead
priest in the new institution.
In the same year, Seth Nusserwanji Boyce passed away, and in 1943,
Ervad Phiroze Masani, who had handled the Boyce Trust after Seth
Boyce also passed away. A new set of Trustees took over and soon
trouble started. Pretty soon, Ervad Behramji had disagreements
not only with the Trustees but also with certain priests who were
working with him. With a heavy heart, Ervad Behramji resigned from
the Boyce Trust. By a stroke of luck, a Trustee of the Dadyseth Atash
Behram invited Ervad Behramji to restart the ceremonies at the Atash
Behram itself. With the encouragement of a few Behdins, specially
Ms. Sheramai Lalkaka, mother of our Zoroastrian Radih Society’s
Trustee Ms. Piloo Lalkaka, who sponsored the entire trip to get the
fresh Alat from Udvada (this time on horseback), Ervad Behramji soon
started operations at Dadyseth Atash Behram.
In this manner, Ervad Behramji worked incessantly, shuttling
between Mumbai and Udvada, six months at a time, from 1943 to 1952
when he had to retire due to ill health. In 1953, Ervad Behramji
suffered a paralytic stroke which not only left one side of his body
useless, it also affected his mouth, making it impossible for him to
pray even a little. This cruel stroke affected him badly, but he bore
the pain and frustration with patience, remembering the words of
advice that his Master had taught him many years ago. In around
July 1955, he miraculously recovered and could start praying again!
On 25th September 1955, Ervad Behramji performed the wedding
ceremony of his brother Pestonji’s daughter, surprising all with his
strength and recovery. On the morning of the 27th, as he sat drinking
a cup of tea given to him by his dear brother, he slowly put the cup
down and closed his eyes forever. In this manner ended the life of
one of the most illustrious Mobed Sahebs of recent times.
Readers of Frashogard, Ervad Behramji’s life was one which most
serious priests would die for. To have performed every major ceremony
– Yazashne, Vandidad, Geti Kharid, Hamayasht, Nirangdin, Varasya
consecration, Atash Dadgah and Adaran consecrations, Tana and
consecration of Dakhma – with the full dedication and devotion
towards his faith makes Ervad Behramji perhaps unique in the annals
of Mobedi history. The unique bond between Ervad Behramji and
Ustad Saheb Behramshah Nowroji Shroff ensured that till the moment
he died, Ervad Behramji never compromised on the tough rules of
life, work and prayer which a Mobed should follow. I bow down my
head in his memory and pray one Ashem with the thought that today,
57 years have passed since Ervad Behramji passed way. The number
57 is very significant, since it marks the end of the period where the
soul works to undo the damage caused by its living form on the earth.
From thereon, the period of Seshab ends and the period of
enlightenment and progress begins.
May the Ruvan of Ervad Behram Ervad Jamshed progress from its
Seshab after the Panja Hafta Sal period and quickly attain Anushehi
and find its rightful place in Nature. And may his Fravashi guide,
help and inspire poor priests like me who dream (and can only dream)
of following in his illustrious footsteps.
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The British Connection
Pineheath, Harrogate

Inside the house that time forgot and untouched for 27 years,
since Lady Bomanji died. A 40 bedroom home once owned
the Parsi Sir Dhunjibhoy and his wife Lady Bomanji.
Once it was the luxury home of Indian aristocrats who
counted the royal family among their friends. But today the
40-bedroom mansion of shipping magnate Sir Dhunjibhoy
and Lady Bomanji appears to be trapped in a time warp,
having been untouched for more than a quarter of a century.
It has been sold in a multi-million deal to a local businessman
who wants to restore it to its former glory and make the 12bathroom property in Harrogate, Yorkshire, a family home again.

Bathroom of the past: A stand alone bath with an ornate sink
dating back three decades Bathroom of the past: Ornate: A stair
light in the opulent house and a heavy safe which was found
in one of the dressing rooms.

Parsi Water Fountain

Mansion: The 40-bedroom home of Sir Dhunjibhoy and Lady
Bomanji in Harrogate, Yorkshire, untouched for 27 years.

by Simon Gee
The ‘Ready Money’ drinking fountain is a four-sided 10 tonne
granite and marble gothic drinking fountain located in
London at one of the Queens Parks ‘Regents Park’ next to
London Zoo. With Soraya my daughter I have walked
passed this impressive landmark on numerous occassions
and only now has it’s true history come to my attention.
It was donated to the park in 1869 by Sir Cowasjee Jehangir,
(1812-1878) a wealthy Parsee industrialist from Bombay, whose
family nickname was ‘Ready Money’ which was eventually
used as a Surname. It was his thank-you for the protection
he and fellow Parsees received from British rule in India.

Couple: Sir Dhunjibhoy and Lady Bomanji were well-known
figures in British high society. Here they are pictured at Royal
Ascot in 1924. Valuable: A portrait of the Queen is reflected in
an antique dresser in one of the rooms.

It was unveiled by H.R.H. Princess Mary, Duchess of Teck,
1869 (later Queen Mary). Due to his public service and
philanthropy he was awarded the Compaion of the Star of
India – the fifth-most-senior British order of chivalry under
the Empire of Queen Victoria.
The four pediments of this edifice contain:
North - A clock face.
West - Prince Albert relief bust.
South - Jehangir relief bust.
East - Queen Victoria relief bust.

Room with a view: Pineheath house as seen from the servants’
quarters above the garage. House lift: The untouched property
had an internal lift for the servants and the owners.

Fading glory: The mansion’s morning room. Antique: An on
suite bathroom shower next to one of the bedrooms.
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10th Anniversary of the Placement
of the First Drug-Eluting Stent in
Hillsborough County

Brandon Regional Hospital and Hoshedar Tamboli, MD,
FACC (Fellow of American College of Cardiologists), FSCAI
(Fellow of the Society for Cardiology, Angiography &
Interventions) recently celebrated the 10th anniversary
of the first implantation of a drug-eluting stent in
Hillsborough County.

A drug-eluting stent is a coronary stent (a scaffold) placed
into narrowed, diseased coronary arteries that slowly release
a drug to block unfavorable cell growth within the stent.
This prevents fibrosis that otherwise block the stented artery,
a process called restenosis. The stent is placed within the
coronary artery by an interventional cardiologist during an
angioplasty. In 1986 the first coronary stent was implanted
in a human patient. These stents however were soon noted
to have restenosis develop within them in some patients.
After a large clinical trial, designed for the purpose of
achieving FDA approval, drug eluting stents were approved
and released for clinical use in 2003. These stents are covered
with a drug that prevents scar tissue from forming within
them. This limits or eliminates restenosis within the stent.
The first drug-eluting stent in Hillsborough County was
placed in the artery of 49 year old Mark Westenzweig in 2003,
by Dr. Tamboli. He was the first in the area to receive this
procedure and it is still successful today.
Mark had a heart attack while working out of town in
North Carolina. He was rushed to the hospital and the first
stent was placed in his artery. When he was home in Florida
three months later Dr. Tamboli discovered that the same artery
was again clogged. Two more stents were implanted.
Six months later they were also getting clogged.
“It is not cholesterol that closes a stent,” said Dr. Tamboli.
“It’s scar tissue. When you put in a stent within an artery the
artery gets angry from the steel that is pushing on it and
scar tissue begins to form to fight it,” he added. That’s what
causes the blockage within the stent. Dr. Tamboli was one of
the proctors in Tampa in 1993 that taught other physicians
to implant the first generation of stents. Ten years later
medicated stents were developed. Mark had the first
medicated stent placed in Hillsborough County at Brandon
Regional Hospital in April of 2003.
“The medications on drug-eluting stents are actually cancer
drugs that are given for chemotherapy in a very low dosages.
These drugs were also found to prevent the growth of
fibroblasts which form scar tissue. It’s a very interesting
concept so it’s actually minor quantities of a cancer drug that
are released into the wall of the artery,” added Dr. Tamboli.
As for Mark, Dr. Tamboli says that he is doing remarkably well.

“He’s absolutely in good shape. I wanted to do a test in the
office that would be documented proof that after ten years
of the stents being deployed in 2003, they are not forming
scar tissue. Therefore, Mark had a 64-slice CT Scan of the
coronary arteries of the heart. It clearly shows that the stent
is open with no scarring within the stent,” said Dr. Tamboli.
Mark says,“In those days I was a typical couch potato before I
had my heart attack – I didn’t exercise. I didn’t watch my weight.
My cholesterol was pretty high. When I talked to Dr. Tamboli,
he read me the riot act and he gave me exactly what I should
be doing and since then I’ve been exercising religiously and
eating fish and eating the right foods and been healthy,”
added Mark. Mark says he goes to the gym five days a week.
At age 59 he and his wife are running a business out of
their home.“Working from home gives me the opportunity to
set my own schedule. In the morning I just run over to the gym,”
he says. Mark has been going back for regular checkups.
But at this point his regular cardiology checkups are only
every few years for a stress test.
Dr. Tamboli says now there is a third generation of drug eluting
stents and that there are plans to place a fourth generation of
stents which will actually dissolve away totally within six months.
We expect to start enrolling patients in an FDA approved
study protocol at Brandon Regional Hospital within the next
few months,” said Dr. Tamboli, “they’re going to be made of
a protein matrix that will totally go away after six months.”
(Tampa Bay Newswire)
Presently, Dr. Tamboli is a Clinical Assistant Professor
of Medicine and Cardiology at USF. Having pioneered
peripheral interventions in Tampa in 1991, he is the only
Cardiologist in Tampa to be elected as Fellow to the Society
of Cardiovascular Angiography and Interventions.
He is married to Anahita Tamboli and they have 3 wonderful
children. Cyrus (20), Sarosh (19) and Sanaya (17).

Dr. Hoshedar Tamboli.
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ZATAMBAY Navroze Celebration
What a wonderful get together we had at the Chinoys, Vinita,
Rayomand, Xenia, Anoushka and Cyrus! They sure outdid
themselves by even pitching an outdoor tent so we all can
have comfortable seats for our sumptuous Navroze Lunch!
They were helped by Rohinton and Niloufer Hathiram, even
with a cane and hobbling Niloufer! Thank you both!

prayers from our FEZANA Navroze Prayer Book compiled
few years ago! First of all, we all bow our heads in the memory
of Erika Burjorji Nargolewalla who passed away recently! May
her soul rest in peace in Garo Demana (The House of Songs)!

We started off with 34 adults and 9 children and a host
of delicious home made appetizers, entrees and desserts
brought by all the participating families!

After all settling down, we all went outside in the tent and had
a Hum Bandagi led by Ervad Soli Dastur! He selected 2 short

After the Hum Bandagi, there was a flurry of activities by the
ladies to set up the lunch spread with all kinds of goodies
and all had a wonderful time enjoying the food, swapping
stories of summer activities and enjoying meeting everyone.
Finally desserts were out and Soli prepared his famous
Palghar Ni Chai with Foodno (mint), peppermint (Lemon
Grass), famous Waag Bakri loose Indian Tea with milk!

With compliments from
The Katgara Family

In Business since 1900
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ZAF Kids Corner

Jeuna Kohl Munshi was born to Stephanie and Feroze
at 4:50 am Pacific time on Tuesday, the 10th of September
in San Francisco, weighing in at 7 lb. 10.8 0z. She is
the first grandchild of members Dolly and Kersi Munshi.

EMIARAMAITIWSUP
BVOHUZOAJCQTXYA
SAEPSMHRUZHYNNG
PWHANAMFVSBVAPE
LIKEVMNKABXAIAM
AASHSGEYALYFNMW
TFRDSHZEINVFASB
HAMHVHNDOVUXSLJ
SXASUHAUAATAAWY
IWDRSNATMDBRSPF
HTOQHRSTHNIUISO
ANUETXHHARODKLW
VWNAATNEPSAONJM
MTAROMAITIBAVES
PWXMEGCFZNIDDKV

WORD SEARCH

SPENTA
VOHU
MANAH
USHTA
VAHISHTA
KHSHATHRA
AKA
VENDIDAD
YASHTS
SASANIAN
TAROMAITI
ARAMAITI

GAME 1

All Zoroastrians believe in Good Thoughts, Good Words,
and Good Deeds. Can you find them here?
Hint: What are the Avestan words for Good Thoughts,
Good Words, and Good Deeds?
AHHUKRESHVATTHUMTAAHA

GAME 2

Solve these math problems to get the meaning of each
Gathic word.
Asha= (5+5)+(6x2)
Ushta= (4x4)-(10-9)
Aramaiti= (15x2)-(40/2)
Spenta= 9x2
Vohu Manah= (4x3)+(5-4)
Happiness=15, righteousness=22, peace=10, progressive=18,
good mind=13

ISSUE #2 ANSWERS
ESILENCEROXWTUP
BVSUZZOAJCQTXYA
SAEPSMHRUZTYLNG
PWROTAMFASBVSIE
LISEVMNKGBXACAM
VHSASGEHPLYFQMW
DFRDIHZEANVFLSB
OAMHVZNYONUXRLJ
FXASUHHUMATAGWY
RWDRBNACMEBRJPF
ITOQYRSTUNAUISO
BNUEDXHHAJOGKLW
IWNAMOAHAQAOVJM
MRRHIOAWIMBAVCS
PWXMEGCFZNIDDKW

Our little darling Arish
turned 3 on August 31,
2013. We were honored to
have Ervad Soli Dastur
perform a Jashan on this
auspicious day. Thanks to
all of our Family and Friends
for celebrating this special
day with us. Arish was
especially thrilled to have
his Bapaiji from India
to celebrate his big day.

BARESHNUM
NAHN
YASNA
HAOMA
SILENCE
NORUZ
GAHANBARS
FARAVAHAR
MAGI
HUMATA
MAINYU
ASHA

GAME 1

These people have all been mentioned in the Gathas.
Match each person to his or her description.
1-Youngest Daughter of Zarathushtra
a.Bendva
2-A King who helped Zarathushtra
b.Yima
3-A legendary hero whom Zarathushtra condemned
c.Pourchista
4-A mumbling priest who was against Zarathushtra
d.Vishtaspa
5-A student of Zarathushtra
e.Jamaspa
6-A cousin of Zarathushtra
f.Karapan
7-An enemy of Zarathushtra
g. Maidyoi-mâha

GAME 2

Unscramble these words to learn how the ancient
Persians viewed the world:
The ancient Iranians believed that a large sea named
Vourukasha surrounded a tall mountain. This
mountain was called Hara. Today we know this
mountain as Alborz. In the middle of this Sea grew the
Tree of All seeds. The Avesta says that this tree was the
mother of all plants in the world.
On this tree lived a legendary bird named Simurgh.
Some thought that this bird had a lion’s body and
eagles wings! Others thought she had powers to heal
wounds and to protect brave warriors.
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With over 25 years of expert culinary experience, B. Mazda,
a free-lance Food and Wine Writer and Editor, reporting to several
publications is always in pursuit of the next Culinary Adventure.
Mazda has traveled on World-Wide Food and Wine Assignments
and will be sharing his love of Food and Wine with ZAF, focusing
primarily on the South Beach to Palm Beach Tri-County Area. We at
ZAF are pleased to welcome his contribution to our newsletters.
ZAF does not re-imburse any of the expenses incurred,
including the cost of any food dishes that are reviewed and
published in our ZAF newsletters.’
B. MAZDA ranking is explained below.

 	Perfection in all three categories of Food,
Service and Décor





Excellent in two of three categories
Good
Poor and Tragic

For any questions or comments, you may email B. Mazda at:
bmazda101@gmail.com.

Thai Spice – Destination Dining With Exotic Thai Cuisine

Having grown up in a culinary environment in Bombay where my
Grandmother was a top caterer to the rich and famous, we have always
enjoyed good foods from around the world, particularly Thai food.
Resembling Indian food, its ingredients and preparation are strikingly
similar, particularly when done with the excellence and consistency
that has made Thai Spice a household name in the Tri-County area.
Moving to the Ft. Lauderdale area over 25 years, we discovered Thai
Spice at its inception in 1989 and have been dining there for both
Lunch and Dinner and on occasion, utilizing the “take out” dinner as
well. It is no surprise to us that Thai Spice holds, among its numerous
accolades, the 2013 “Five Star Diamond Award” and is the first and
only Thai Restaurant in the World to hold this prestigious and coveted
Award. Zagat, considered the Bible of Foodies, has consistently given
Thai Spice extraordinarily high ranking, which has qualified Thai Spice
in the Top Five Restaurants in Broward County year after year.
Resembling an Exotic Island of Thailand, with tall bamboo torches
and modern neon lights nestled in a jungle type atmosphere, there
are comfortable tables and booths outside on the way to the main
entrance. Once inside, restaurant patrons are greeted with a friendly
smile by beautiful hostesses. The Lounge Area is complemented by
a full bar and tables and booths decorated in modern Red and Black
décor accented by live music on weekends. For more quite and romantic
dining, there are numerous dining rooms dressed with orchids and
tropical fish tanks with salt and fresh water fish. Our favorite ‘The Emerald
Room’ features cozy booths with a large salt water fish tank back
drop that is mesmerizing with dinner throughout the entire meal.
On our last visit, we had a party of six affording the opportunity
to sample and share a variety of dishes throughout the dinner. We
started with appetizers that included Steaming Hot Blue Crab Soup
with Fresh Lump Blue Crab Meat and Claws simmered in coconut milk,

lemongrass and Thai Herbs $9. Next a traditional Thai Salad of Nam
Sod-Ground Chicken marinated in Chili and Lime Juice with Roasted
Cashews that we substituted for peanuts, fresh Ginger and Cilantro
$9. We completed our appetizer order with Jumbo Prawns in Tamarind
(Imlee) sauce, a recent addition to the menu boasting Wild Colossal
Prawns (U6 size) dusted lightly with Chestnut Powder, Wok Crisped
and topped off with Wok Fired Veggies in a Tart Tamarind and Cilantro
Sauce (MP). (We requested it Parsee style extra tart by leaving out
the little sugar added for balancing the flavors).
How good could a salad be? Most entrées include a Thai Salad
of Crisp Romaine Lettuce Leaf with Carrots served on a chilled plate
with OMG Peanut Dressing- remember to order extra as it is good
enough to drink.
Entrées ordered included Bangkok Chicken comprised of Natural
Chicken Breast, very lightly dusted with Watermelon Flour and quick
fried in a tasty Thai Sauce with Onions, Peppers, Mushrooms and
Roasted Cashew Nuts-only $18. Next up a USDA Prime Dry Aged
Beef Cowboy Steak cooked with the bone in, lightly marinated in a
Thai Ginger Garlic Soy and roasted over an open fire, served with
Jasmine Rice and Baby Bok Choy sautéed with Garlic (MP). Since
the Red Curry here reminds me of my Grandmother’s, I had to order
it as well. It is made typical Parsee style with Curry Paste made from
Fresh Coconut, Red Chili, Ginger, Garlic and Curry Leaves with
some Thai Veggies and huge Prawns $24. The only thing missing
from this dish for me was the addition of Badam and Pista she used
in the Masala. Once we saw a Whole Fish go by, we had to mentally
create room for it since it was too tempting to resist. The Whole
Snapper (shown in the picture) was very lightly dusted in Flour and
Fried Whole Crispy and topped off with Chili Sauce. Our fish weighed
4Lbs and was just enough to share for the whole table. All the local
fresh caught fish including Yellowtail, Red Snapper, Hog Fish and
Grouper are delivered six days a week and available most every
night served with a myriad of sauces such as chili, curry or basil.
There is a wide selection of Vegetarian and Vegan dishes to choose
from as well as a superb selection of Shell Fish including Lobster,
Prawns and Scallops. The menu has well over 101 unique selections,
as well as many Thai specialties not found anywhere else. Thai Spice
also features an award winning Wine and Sake list priced reasonably.
All the food can be ordered mild, medium or hot ranging from 1-5 stars,
but we were bold that night and ordered all our food the way it is
consumed in Thailand-Thai Hot, again reminding me as I ate growing up.
A tray of tempting desserts was brought tableside and we ordered only
three desserts, the Cassava Cake made from Yucca, traditional Flan
and Chocolate Cheese Cake, all made in house by a Filipino Pastry Chef.
We award Thai Spice Seven Stars the highest Mazda ranking
given to any restaurant for food and service. So please hurry into
Thai Spice and tell them B. Mazda and ZAF sent you and be sure to
check out the short video on their web site thaispicefla.com
showing off the restaurant décor and food.
Location 1514 E. Commercial Blvd Ft. Lauderdale Fl. Tel: 954-771-4535.

Cowboy Steak, lightly marinated
in a Thai Ginger Garlic Soy.

Snapper with a light coating of flour
fried and topped with Chili Sauce.
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collection of materials in print and electronic form, primarily
pertaining to the Zarathushti faith, culture and history.

To access our online catalog, go to:
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The Z.A.F Inc.
c/o Simon Gee,
21412 54th Drive South,
Boca Raton, FL 33486

ZAF's Vision
The vision of The Zoroastrian Association of Florida is to protect and preserve the Zarathushti faith, values of
education, philanthropy and culture in our newly adopted homeland, giving relevance to the Zarathushti
identity and making future generations proud and confident of their heritage, religion and culture.
ZAF's Motto
We really do believe that, if we work together as one, following the simple
yet priceless tenets
of our faith –
We can
move mountains.

The Zoroastrian Association of Florida (ZAF)
Executive Board Members 2013 - 2014.
Executive Board Members:

Board Members at Large:

President: Furrokh Irani

Khushnuma Driver

Vice President: Rustom Deboo

Dr. Roy Dubash

Secretary: Gerry Marino

Simon Gee

Treasurer: Jaspar Pardiwala

Nash Patel

Events at a glance 2013
Gahambar and ZAF-AGM – Sunday, November 10th, 12pm to 4pm.
Miramar Regional Park, 16801 Miramar Parkway, Miramar, FL 33027.
We look forward to seeing you at all of our events and we
thank you for your continuing support.
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